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Maritime Law Firm Rivkind and Margulies, P.A. Brings Lawsuit in
Excess of $5 Million on Behalf of Cruise Ship Passenger for Serious
Injuries Suffered during Use of AquaLoop Water Slide on
Norwegian Cruise Line Cruise Ship
April 10, 2017 08:00 AM Eastern Daylight Time
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MIAMI--(BUSINESS WIRE)--A passenger on a Norwegian Cruise Line Cruise Ship has hired nationally
renowned Maritime attorney Brett Rivkind, lead attorney of the Miami-based law firm Rivkind and
Margulies, P.A., to file suit on his behalf. The lawsuit, filed in the Federal District Court in Miami, Florida,
alleges that the AquaLoop water slide on cruise ships presents serious risks of injury and even death. The
lawsuit claims that the cruise ship company failed to guard against such risks, resulting in the passenger
being released into this high-speed water slide while another passenger was stuck inside, resulting in a
high-speed collision and serious personal injuries to the passengers.
“This lawsuit addresses the serious safety concerns for the millions of passengers who travel
on cruise ships which have introduced many new attractions onboard their ships that typically
have only been offered at amusement parks.”
The lawsuit also states this is a known risk of danger that must be properly addressed to avoid serious
accidents, including potential deadly collisions. The lawsuit includes a claim for punitive damages based
on the cruise ship’s recklessness in operating the water slide on their ship and not guarding against the
well-known risks of danger of the AquaLoop slide. According to Brett Rivkind, “This lawsuit addresses the
serious safety concerns for the millions of passengers who travel on cruise ships which have introduced
many new attractions onboard their ships that typically have only been offered at amusement parks.”
About Attorney Brett Rivkind
Brett Rivkind, founder of Rivkind and Margulies, P.A., has been handling cruise ship litigation for over 30
years. He started his legal career on the defense side, handling hundreds of maritime and personal injury
cases involving the cruise ship industry. After five years, he decided he wanted to help the victims of
accidents and crimes on cruise ships, and since then has been exclusively representing the victims in
maritime and personal injury cases. Whether helping clients obtain the justice they deserve or speaking at
congressional hearings addressing cruise ship safety and security, Brett Rivkind is a safety advocate for
those injured or harmed at sea. He is truly a lawyer that cares and makes a difference.
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